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Improved Comics

FE IN THE DREAM CYCLE
Ben Johnson

Ben Johnson’s victory in Seoul was one of the world’s greatest displays of athleticism, but he has yet to receive the glory he truly deserves.

By Chris Campo, Mark Lyttle, Charlie Francis

Dwight's Best RF

Confidential sources close to Page House have informed the Tech that the cold fusion data released by B. Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann was completely false and had no experimental basis. Furthermore, the two researchers were paid an unknown amount of money by master prankster Dwight Berg, in what is easily the most impressive RF of his career.

This fantastic display of criminal ingenuity originated at the start of first term 1988. It was then that Dwight, searching for an RF that would really screw up the scientific community, thought up the idea of releasing false evidence. A breakthrough in some area of science that was currently the focus of much money and attention.

The problem of disseminating the untrue data still remained, however. Only a timely supply could be delivered by accomplice Andre Ohanian, that Dwight “pay some boys in some two bit college to make the findings public,” saved the operation from failure. The next stage involved scaring the country for some down and out scientist with questionable morals.

After months of searching with no results, Dwight was beginning to give up hope. But his luck took a sudden turn when he found the duo of Pons and Fleischmann. Here were two men who had just abandoned their lives’ dream, the creation of tabletop fusion. With no government funding, they had invested large sums of their own money in a project doomed to failure, and now financial concerns had finally forced them to quit their research. Then Dwight sent them a letter, briefly explaining his idea.

A plan of action was quickly formulated, and soon things were underway. Dwight paid the team, then told them to wait a couple of months so that he could “cover his tracks.”

In order to cause the biggest possible disruption within the scientific world, it was decided that instead of writing a paper revealing the fictitious breakthrough, a press conference would be held. Also, crucial information concerning the alleged “experiment” would be given out bit by bit, to further increase the confusion created.

Because the rest of the scientific community reacted quickly and removed most of the credibility to the cold fusion claim, the damage, measured in lost time and materials, has been small. Despite this, the prank is certainly the most far-reaching of any Dwight has attempted so far.

When confronted with the evidence that connected him to the fraud, Dwight was not at a loss for words: “So you found out, big deal. Just because some dumb fox told you, doesn’t mean you can do anything. You can’t do shit to me. What about those people who said they got similar results? Similar to what, a lie? Those are the the guys you should be going after. By the way, Ben Johnson is a geek.”

Neither Pons nor Fleischmann were available for comment.

Letters at 3 A.M.

There was this dream and it was the only thing I remember about this apartment, just before I started kindergarten. I woke up and there was this dream and it was the only thing I remember about it. It seemed like I was levitating about an inch off my bed. All these snakes were slithering through channels cut in my mattress. They weren’t touching me but I was still scared a lot. I looked by the wall and below this poster of a racing car sat my parents at a younger age, maybe a year out of high school, on a go-cart. I woke up and there was this dream and it was the only thing I remember about it. It seemed like I was levitating about an inch off my bed. All these snakes were slithering through channels cut in my mattress. They weren’t touching me but I was still scared a lot. I looked by the wall and below this poster of a racing car sat my parents at a younger age, maybe a year out of high school, on a go-cart. I woke up and there was this dream and it was the only thing I remember about it. It seemed like I was levitating about an inch off my bed. All these snakes were slithering through channels cut in my mattress. They weren’t touching me but I was still scared a lot. I looked by the wall and below this poster of a racing car sat my parents at a younger age, maybe a year out of high school, on a go-cart. I woke up and there was this dream and it was the only thing I remember about it. It seemed like I was levitating about an inch off my bed. All these snakes were slithering through channels cut in my mattress. They weren’t touching me but I was still scared a lot. I looked by the wall and below this poster of a racing car sat my parents at a younger age, maybe a year out of high school, on a go-cart.
Mark Lyttle, the in-depth editor of the California Tech newspaper, was one of two students named National College Journalist of the Year by the Journalism Education Association.

Yesterday, Lyttle said he was pleased and excited by the award. "It's a great honor, and it makes me feel like what I've done has been worth something," he said.

Lyttle was one of 23 college journalists selected as best in their state, making them finalists for the award. He won a $350 scholarship in March when he was selected as California's nominee.

The awards were based on clippings of stories, letters of recommendation and an essay that explained why the student chose journalism as his field of endeavor in college.

Lyttle shared the top award with Dan Reese, a senior from Austin, Texas. Both won $1000 scholarships.

"I think the award validates what my students are doing," said Hall Daily, Lyttle's advisor at Caltech.

Several judges were impressed with his coverage of a sensitive story dealing with the teaching quality at Caltech.

Margaret Johnston, chairman of the selection committee and a faculty member of the College of Journalism at the University of Georgia, praised Lyttle's writing. "The judges were extremely impressed with the strength of his reporting and writing skills," she said.

---

Mark: a Stud

---

BRA GRAPHS ARE OFFENSIVE

Dear editors:

Last Friday as I was perusing that day's issue of *The California Tech*, I was astonished to find a graph comparing breast acceleration figures on the Jogbra and some generic bra. I think I can make up my mind what bra to buy without using some fake graph composed by three horny, oversexed college students. Why you all would even make up a graph like that is beyond me. You three are the biggest fuck-up editors of the Tech I have ever had the mispleasure of reading. I wish someone would put you in your place, and I feel like giving some hints.

So like that Biology dude's stupid list of why they plant redwoods next to buildings, I would like to include The Top 10 Coolest Ways To Inflict Pain on California Tech Editors: (Due to space limitations, the rest of this insightful letter could not be printed in it's entirety -the Eds) and I think that would really show you all not to mess with such an issue.

Sincerely, Fuck You

-an offended bra wearer

For anyone else interested, we found that ad in a city-wide sports publication, but we sure are thankful we didn't put in the ad included on page 12, because we knew that all of you would love it so much. -the Editors
PICO RIVERA RESIDENT CAPTURES RTD OPERATOR OF THE YEAR HONORS -- Rogelio G. Chacon, a veteran of 10 years behind the wheel of an RTD bus, accepts congratulations from fellow operators moments after he was announced as the RTD 1988 Operator of the Year at the New Otani Hotel. RTD officials presented the 42-year-old father of three with a certificate of merit and a check for $250. Chacon has achieved an almost unblemished service record in his 10 years, and has been a finalist in four of the five Bus Roadeo competitions he has entered. Chacon was selected from a field of 12 operators, each named operator of the month during 1988. Winner of this honor is considered to be the District's top bus operator for the year. He and his wife, Lourdes, live in Pico Rivera with their family. Chacon is an avid baseball fan and enjoys playing classical guitar.

20% OFF with this coupon
Private tub rental, Sunday – Thursday
expires 9/30/89

Save 50% on LASER PRINTER CARTRIDGES
We refill empty laser cartridges
Hewlett-Packard
Apple
Wang
100% Guarantee
Call Laser Network at (213) 287-0470
Free pick-up and delivery
$5 off for first cartridge exp. 8/1/89

HAPPY HOUR at the dentist?
See Dr. Richard S. Phillips, D.D.S.
1302 North Altadena Drive
Pasadena • 797-6778
New Patient HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL (Tues. & Thurs., 2-6 p.m.)
Cleaning/Exam $18.00 (reg. $70.00) expires 6/16/89

a) Anabolic steroids
b) Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
c) Victimization Disorder
d) Cocaine
e) My genes

_________ made me do it.
Cindy Toben came on Friday to spend the weekend visiting her parents, the Bob Packards, Ida Packard, and other relatives. While here she attended the Founders Day activities.

On Mother's Day Maynard Womacks took his mother out for dinner at the Chieftain in Carrington. Later they visited with Gary Van De Hoven.

Ida Womacks and Jim Evanston were among the folks that participated in the Founders Day at Central School gym. Ida quitled and Jim did weaving. They had a turkey dinner with all the trimmings.

Friday evening Christina Pfeiffer attended a farewell party for Melanie Liebmann at the home of Gary Thoral.

Saturday evening Michelle Pfeiffer helped serve the Founders Day banquet at Central School gym.

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Steele were breakfast guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Reininger at the Prairie Inn at Carrington on Saturday.

Emily Hilgers and children, Anna Powell and children all of Moorhead spent the weekend visiting at the Jim Johnson home. Here they also attended Founders Day activities.

On Mother's Day Maynard Womacks took his mother out for dinner at the Chieftain in Carrington. Later they visited with Gary Van De Hoven.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Anderson and family of Minot, Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Anderson and family of Valley City spent the weekend visiting Olga Pekernoy and the Currie Steele family. They all attended Founders Day weekend.

Marcella Klocke, Penny and Greg, Barb and Jerry Schuster, John Smith, and Mary Gehlitz all enjoyed Mother's Day dinner at John's Country House. Later Dorus Gehlitz was a visitor at the Klocke home.

Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. James Ferguson drove to Carrington and took Violet Ferguson out for dinner for Mother's Day at the Prairie Inn. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson took his mother, Mrs. Eddie Johnson, to the Governor's Banquet at the school gym on Saturday evening.

Sunday dinner guests at the Richard Johnson home were Mrs. Eddie Johnson, Mrs. Donald Boo and children. Ida Womacks took Maynard back to Valley City on Sunday evening.
### PSYCHO KILLERS (not the Talking Heads)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KILLER</th>
<th>TYPE OF KILLER</th>
<th>PRIME CRIME(S)</th>
<th>BODY COUNT</th>
<th>PISSED OFF ABOUT</th>
<th>POSSIBLE REASONS FOR FREAKING OUT</th>
<th>POSSIBLY INFLUENCED BY</th>
<th>HOBBIES</th>
<th>GOOD POINTS</th>
<th>NEAT QUOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Burke</td>
<td>Mass murderer</td>
<td>Shot his boss; caused airline crash with 43 on board</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Having been fired for stealing cocktail money</td>
<td>Too much stress; the PSAOUSA merger; being an unemployed drug addict</td>
<td>The Airport movie series; Pat Sherrill; drugs</td>
<td>Drugs; stalking from employers</td>
<td>Killed himself; saved taxpayers money; pointed up the need for better airport security</td>
<td>&quot;I'm the problem.&quot; (to flight crew)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Fish</td>
<td>Serial killer; cannibal</td>
<td>Murdered late vicar</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nothing in particular</td>
<td>Had overwhelming desire to eat the flesh of children; practiced self-abuse; small penis</td>
<td>De Saive</td>
<td>Staged Kidnapping; in his files; created new, exciting recipes for cooking children</td>
<td>Wrote comforting letters to victims' parents</td>
<td>&quot;It took me nine days to eat the entire body.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Gein</td>
<td>Serial killer; cannibal</td>
<td>Necrophilia; killed, skinned, ate and preserved the remains of his victims</td>
<td>2 (officially)</td>
<td>Not having been born a woman</td>
<td>Interesting; sexual ignorance; vagina envy; small penis</td>
<td>Interesting; sexual ignorance; vagina envy; small penis</td>
<td>Taxidermy; tanning; food preservation; arts &amp; crafts</td>
<td>Cleaned up after himself</td>
<td>&quot;Care for some of my homemade sausage?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmund Kemper</td>
<td>Serial killer</td>
<td>Sexual motivation murder: masochicide</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Women's life; his mother</td>
<td>Prawed; brain damage; small penis</td>
<td>Prawed; brain damage; small penis</td>
<td>&quot;Sam the Butcher&quot; (from The Brady Bunch)</td>
<td>Violin; torture; animal experimentation</td>
<td>Didn't qualify for the police force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ruppert</td>
<td>Mass murderer</td>
<td>Shot family</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Being a nerd</td>
<td>Kicked out of house by blindy mother; brother asked how his VW was doing; deep paranoia; holiday blues; small penis</td>
<td>Kicked out of house by blindy mother; brother asked how his VW was doing; deep paranoia; holiday blues; small penis</td>
<td>Being a nerd</td>
<td>Wally Cox</td>
<td>&quot;I'm going shooting.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pat Sherrill  | Mass murderer   | Shot 20 of his co-workers | 14 (6 wounded) | Having been reprimanded the day before for poor job performance | Sucked as a milkman and knew it; had loss; small penis | Sucked as a milkman and knew it; had loss; small penis | Sly Stallone; James Belushi | Screwing up the U.S. Postal system | Killed himself; saved taxpayers money | "Shot up, beat, buried before shooting a reporter who died."
| R. Gene Simmons | Mass murderer | Shot suffocated family | 14         | Being a loser | Too many guests for X-mas; genetic inferiority; holiday blues; small penis | Too many guests for X-mas; genetic inferiority; holiday blues; small penis | The Beverly Hills Hotel | Guns; drinking; incest; self-hating | None whatever | "I've got everyone who wanted to hurt me." |
1. The SAC: Not only are these toilets the most comfortable (they conform to your butt like they were designed for you personally), but they are also one of the most convenient.

2. N. Mudd: What other building has bathrooms with the dial-a-gender system, I ask you? The marble and wood stalls, nice views, and overall roominess combine to make this building number two.

3. Robinson: The auxiliary sink room and nice airy views make the astronomy building a strong contender.

4. S. Mudd: Any non-house bathroom with a shower in it has a special place in my heart.

5. Braun: Unrivaled in sink design; also has sanitary napkin/tampon dispenser in handicapped lavatory.

6. Tascit House: Well, it may be dirty, but at least no one else uses it.


8. Dabney Hall: Much of the same as Gates, but a tad less interesting.

9. The one across the hall: 'Nuff said.

The Users' Guide to Bathrooms

by i.p. Daily

MIS / 4-D Developer

Established Recycling Firm seeks a 4-D Manager to supervise the Computer Department. Applicant shall be responsible for coordinating our staff of 4-D Developers and Data-Entry personnel on all projects. Established in 1927, our Company is currently undergoing a complete computerization. With over a dozen Macintoshes connected via Appleshare, PhoneNet, and Tops, we are looking for someone to "Take Charge" and organize the administration of all 4-D development. Applicant must also know Excel, FullWrite, PageMaker, Illustrator, and Hypercard.

Salary Open; depending on experience

For information and interviews, please call:
Mr. Michael K. Stark, Executive Vice President
El Monte Iron & Metal Company, Inc.
4441 Baldwin Avenue, El Monte, CA 91731
(818) 444-2531 • (213) 283-7717

LOWEST AIR FARES

Call (818) 794-0210
FREE WORLD TRAVEL
1550 E. Elizabeth St., Pasadena

Puddingstone Hot Tubs Resort

Summer Concerts
Cool Music | Warm Water | Hot Sunsets
Selected Sundays 6 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Reggae blues • Jazz • Rock $5.00 per person
Reservations & directions: (714) 592-2222
Frank G. Bonelli Park in San Dimas
One of Caltech's most underrated painters, Richard Gerke turns an important corner in this new body of work, adopting a technique associated with a very different art form to give the approach he's long been associated with an almost a decade new depth and vigor. His basic formula has consisted of prismatic, sometimes acaustic, painting described by forceful strokes of paint, color deep and intense and full of contact but somehow the surface whole scheme quite solid as a composition but fluid and determinedly tentative as an image. Of late, Gerke has involved pieces of wood, stretcher bars, even small frames to enhance the dynamism of these angular arrangements, but these have proved only partly successful: he's better off having put aside the approach in most of the work here. The pieces of mirror he has been embedding in and under the paint remain, however, amplifying the painting's anxious flicker. What, then, has Gerke done — replacing the wood — to gain the new visual charge? He's reached for the spray can, the quintessential tool of the graffiti artist. For the most part, graffiti art itself turns into flat, vivid knockdown-pop when it leaves urban spaces for gallery walls; only occasionally graphically gifted graffiti artists (like, say, Chas Bojorquez) make the transition successfully. Gerke isn't concerned with calligraphy, but with the play of two and (rendered) three dimensions, the tension between absent depth and horizontal motion, the furtive brilliance of color. The instantaneousness and luminosity and nervousness of spray can acrylic answer wonderfully to these requirements. Do Gerke's paintings look slick and easy as a result of his taking up this slick, easy medium? Not at all; all that layering and building and piling and embellishing still goes on in Gerke's art, and if anything, the spray technique makes all this effort — and the profound composition it yields — less turgid and more lucid. At Frame House, 341 S. Holliston Ave., thru August 1.

Richard Gerke

COMEDY PICK OF THE WEEK

Richard Gerke

One of Caltech's most underrated painters, Richard Gerke turns an important corner in this new body of work, adopting a technique associated with a very different art form to give the approach he's long been associated with an almost a decade new depth and vigor. His basic formula has consisted of prismatic, sometimes acaustic, painting described by forceful strokes of paint, color deep and intense and full of contact but somehow the surface whole scheme quite solid as a composition but fluid and determinedly tentative as an image. Of late, Gerke has involved pieces of wood, stretcher bars, even small frames to enhance the dynamism of these angular arrangements, but these have proved only partly successful: he's better off having put aside the approach in most of the work here. The pieces of mirror he has been embedding in and under the paint remain, however, amplifying the painting's anxious flicker. What, then, has Gerke done — replacing the wood — to gain the new visual charge? He's reached for the spray can, the quintessential tool of the graffiti artist. For the most part, graffiti art itself turns into flat, vivid knockdown-pop when it leaves urban spaces for gallery walls; only occasionally graphically gifted graffiti artists (like, say, Chas Bojorquez) make the transition successfully. Gerke isn't concerned with calligraphy, but with the play of two and (rendered) three dimensions, the tension between absent depth and horizontal motion, the furtive brilliance of color. The instantaneousness and luminosity and nervousness of spray can acrylic answer wonderfully to these requirements. Do Gerke's paintings look slick and easy as a result of his taking up this slick, easy medium? Not at all; all that layering and building and piling and embellishing still goes on in Gerke's art, and if anything, the spray technique makes all this effort — and the profound composition it yields — less turgid and more lucid. At Frame House, 341 S. Holliston Ave., thru August 1.
June is upon us, and we, the members of Ricketts House, must say goodbye to many of our friends. Our congratulations go out to Jon Charles and Melissa Mullins, who survived two and a half years of Ricketts House, a record in recent history. Next year we will welcome a new RA, Luca Cotteluzzi.

Heidi Anderson and Andrew Kalliastaki are departing on good terms, and celebrated by making chocolate mousse for the house. Although this was one of the few non-socially-sponsored events we’ve had this term, Heidi and Drew plan to antagonize Bernie until they get reimbursed $65. Most non-seniors will be shocked to see someone other than Sam Weaver and Gabriela Cornejo living in the guest suite next year. Kind as she is, Gabby has offered to give Cherries to anyone who wants to be a good mother to the cat, of whose 9 lives 5 remain, but so far no one has shown an interest.

In anguish over his departure from Snatch, Lindsey Dobbs has formed the Snatch Renovation Committee. No longer will fresh live in a boring sky-blue alley. Scenes from Dr. Seuss books will be painted on the walls over that anyone interested in participating is welcome to contact him.

Everyone looks forward to the wedding of Dan Razin and Laura Smith one week after their graduation June 16th; members of the house will be brought very close together as twenty-five or so of us cram in to four hotel rooms. After a long honeymoon in Europe, Dan and Laura will settle down in Rodenstock, New York, where Dan will attend graduate school and Laura will support him.

The treasurer, tool, and all-around team guy Yovel Lovelace and Jerry Hanus, will depart to StV Women’s, and never be heard from again.

Social events planned to celebrate these and other departures include an RA farewell party: Scoop Fish Babes at Ragging Waters’ thirteenth Saturday, followed by a Party at the Frame House in the evening. Eric Candell and Heidi Anderson’s China sendoff party well, maybe not anymore. It’s TBD, and Papa Migh. Whether or not any of these 6 events will actually occur is still anyone’s guess. Before anybody walks across the members of the house to determine which event he’ll actually organize.

Our fond farewell goes out to ex-Scurve and soon-to-be ex-Dabney President Jon Esher Hamkins, the only person on campus to name a cat after himself. Regarded as the runt of the family, Jon was born September 21, 1968, the last of eight children. Mail sorters in Dabney have detested Jon for years, but now he’s graduating. Jon and Bregie are going to graduate school at the University of Oregon at Eugene. We’ll miss you, Jon, and wish you the best of luck at your new school.

The treasurer, tool, and all-around twin team Gaylon Lovelace and Jerry Hanus, will depart to StV Women’s, and never be heard from again.

Our fond farewell goes out to ex-Scurve and soon-to-be ex-Dabney President Jon Esher Hamkins, the only person on campus to name a cat after himself. Regarded as the runt of the family, Jon was born September 21, 1968, the last of eight children. Mail sorters in Dabney have determined that Jon has secret plans to graduate this year and attend Berkeley in the fall; he and Joel will remain the only two of the eight siblings to live in the same state. Sources indicate that Jon main gossip mongers contact at Caltech, Meena Srinivasan and David Edwards, will provide him with weekly updates of the happenings here.

BLACKHOLE ENQUIRER – all the news and more [boring news] moles want to know! First there was Ben. Then the company executives decided to change the formula. The old Ben was taken off the market and the new, “Improved”, Ben was introduced to the Church and House of Blacker (The two being One and Inseparable). The moles did not approve of the change. Old Ben artifacts will remain the only two of the eight siblings to live in the same state. Sources indicate that Jon main gossip mongers contact at Caltech, Meena Srinivasan and David Edwards, will provide him with weekly updates of the happenings here.

BLACKHOLE ENQUIRER – all the news and more [boring news] moles want to know! First there was Ben. Then the company executives decided to change the formula. The old Ben was taken off the market and the new, “Improved”, Ben was introduced to the Church and House of Blacker (The two being One and Inseparable.) The moles did not approve of the change. Old Ben artifacts will remain the only two of the eight siblings to live in the same state. Sources indicate that Jon main gossip mongers contact at Caltech, Meena Srinivasan and David Edwards, will provide him with weekly updates of the happenings here.
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BLACKHOLE ENQUIRER – all the news and more [boring news] moles want to know! First there was Ben. Then the company executives decided to change the formula. The old Ben was taken off the market and the new, “Improved”, Ben was introduced to the Church and House of Blacker (The two being One and Inseparable.) The moles did not approve of the change. Old Ben artifacts will remain the only two of the eight siblings to live in the same state. Sources indicate that Jon main gossip mongers contact at Caltech, Meena Srinivasan and David Edwards, will provide him with weekly updates of the happenings here.
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
Caltech Graduating Class
1989

from Apple Computer, Inc.

Don’t Miss Out
On Your Last Chance
for Tremendous Savings

Get a Macintosh with Your Student Discount Today
"I'm from Atlanta, and I wouldn't kid you."

Hey, what's this? I didn't register for any "social interaction 101" course! I've had it with these bullshit humanities courses! There must be some way I can get out of taking it.

New requirement for graduation! Sign here!

Well, you can try to test out of it. Take a look at this sample inversion.

Can I take it? Pass/Fail?

Doesn't everyone?

At a particularly passionate point in the movie, your date has thrust her hand into your pants. You should:

(A) Apologize for the holes in your underwear

(B) Think of baseball players

(C) Return the favor

(D) Apologize for the holes in your underwear
ON THIS PAGE......
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GUEST HOUSE FOR RENT-
Rented to Techers for 10 years, available for you on July 1. 2 bedrooms, bathroom, dining room, living room. Within walking distance of campus. Interested? Call (818) 792-6629 7am-10pm.

EDITOR NEEDS A DATE- Fairly short, California Tech editor type, seeks short oriental ChE major interested in tennis and soccer. If interested call 356-6828 and ask for Mark.

SWF, 5'6" seeks generous partner for hot summer nights. $85 o.b.o (by the way, that's a sturdy, white fridge). Lisa x6188

THE RIGHT STUFF-Meeting on June 12 at 3pm in 106 Steele to discuss a project course for next year involving the use of radio controlled aircraft as testbeds for experiments in aerodynamics and flight control.

If you cannot attend the meeting, but are interested, please contact Prof. John Doyle, x4808, 307 Steele.

ROB LOWE DOES SPECTRE- YOU should lick off your finals and come to the SPECTRE meeting on Wednesday, June 14 at 7:30 pm in Clubroom B(room 15) of the SAC. Our movies will be "The Bugs Bunny/Road Runner Movie," including "Duck

CRIME ON CAMPUS
Part 4 of 4

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
STUDENTS • FACULTY
Earn up to $105 per week
West Los Angeles location
California Cryobank, Inc.
Area's largest sperm bank

STUDENTS -- GET $4.00 OFF
WITH THIS AD
Shampoo, Style Cut
MEN Reg. $20.00 NOW $16.00
WOMEN Reg. $25.00 NOW $21.00

449-6967
1009 E. COLORADO • PASADENA
Offer valid only Monday–Friday, expires June 30, 1989